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1 Project Introduction

The final project to culminate the Ethereum Project Series will be a multiple week self-lead exploration
into the beginnings of Ethereum development. The goal of this project is to deploy a live (presumably test
net), (somewhat) functioning contract that exhibits understanding of Ethereum and Blockchain principles,
in addition to showing your progress as a dApp developer. This project will last until the end of the semester
(Spring 2018), and will have a short showcase of the projects at the end, in addition to prizes (food and
swag related)! The project is envisioned to have a hackathon style result, with the goal being a somewhat
functioning proof of concept. Lastly, this is a great opportunity to gain experience in the very new field
of blockchain development, both building your portfolio of projects and connects. Lastly, this project is a
great opportunity to network with Consensys, Coinbase, and IBM (among other industry connections), and
we will be making direct efforts to connect dedicated individuals with companies for future job searches (or
just a diverse network in general).
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2 Project Specification

This project is meant to be very open ended, and won’t have too many requirements in order to not limit
creativity. If you are interested in working on this project, but don’t want to follow the guidelines listed
below (or any guidelines) please reach out to me. Any drive to complete your own project is great, and will
often result in the best experience, both from a learning and an enjoyment point of view (and might win
better prizes)! A complete project will be judged on the following criteria:

• Is it your own work?

• Does it function? (to the level of a hackaton project)

• Does it show understanding of the Ethereum network?

The following pillars are some facets of working with Ethereum, and should be present in some form in your
project.

2.1 Token Creation

Token creation is a very important and commonly used application of the Ethereum network. Creating a
smart contract to distribute and manage tokens has many useful applications, such as trading ownership of
items or holding an ICO. One major distinction is a ’work’ token versus a ’usage’ token. A work token gives
the holder the authorization to contribute work (interact with) to decentralized organization or platform;
this is highly related to ’proof of stake’ in a network. An example of this could be requiring an ’authorized
retailer token’ to . A usage token gives the holder access to public services, typically in exchange for the
token. These tokens are the typical cryptocurrency, with examples being Bitcoin, Litecoin, and Monero.
These tokens are often the basis of a dApp or platform based on the Ethereum network, either intended
for exchanging with other users, or controlling permissions on the network. A more in depth talk on token
creation and usage will be given later this semester.

2.2 Transactions and Gas

The use of Ethereum Virtual Machine calls (mutating anything on the blockchain) costs small amounts of
Ether. This is often called the ’gas’ of each transaction, indicating how much fuel you are willing to give
in order to ensure a certain computation is performed. We have covered the basics of this in the Solidity
tutorial, but understanding how much gas to use, how to ensure a contract doesn’t run out of ether to use,
and how to conserve the most gas will require your own research.

2.3 Contract Integration

A contract is not an isolated system! You will need a way to interact with the console programmatically.
Luckily, Web3 makes this decently easy for you! Web3 is a Javascript API that is able to access your contract’s
ABI (contract interface) and thus interact with your contract on the Ethereum network. However, Web3
development in other languages has resulted in native libraries that are capable of interacting with your
contract, without the need for any ’front end’ or Javascript files. As of right now, these languages include
Go, Python, and Java (there may be others, but these are most common alternatives to Javascript)! These
libraries should make it much easier for you to write some form of script or application in your preferred
language to interact with your deployed contract.

2.4 Ethereum Properties

Lastly, your project should demonstrate use of some of the properties of the Ethereum blockchain. The
goal of this is to understand the benefits of the Ethereum network, and prevent using the Ethereum Virtual
Network in place of a standard online hosting service. We want the applications to exhibit a use of blockchain
technology, not a use of a hosting service (such as AWS). Two important properties that are commonly
referenced are immutability and decentralization. Other properties that could be used are the ability to
verify transactions, see the history of transactions, and implement governance rules. Using the Ethereum
network as a transaction medium or token inherently uses both of these properties.
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3 Example Projects

Here are some example projects that could be done. It’s perfectly fine to do one of these projects if you’re
interested, or you can just use them to ideas to base off of and draw from.

3.1 Auction Site

An auction site is a pretty typical example of a smart contract application. Users can post auctions of
individual items that stay on auction for a pre-set amount of time, and then are sold to the highest bidder.
An example framework would have each contract being an item for sale, with one master contract to create
these items. Each item would have a self-destruct timer, and would hold people’s bids until a higher bid is
received. At the end of the auction, it would send the highest bid to the seller, and start some call to deliver
the item to the highest bidder. A neat spin on this would be to create private auctions, in which only certain
people can bid on the items. EG: you must already have a special art painting to be invited to the sale of a
million dollar piece of art. This could be accomplished with a work token (proof of stake token), that is the
permission token in order to bid on artwork.

3.2 Automated Store Front

Another example could be an automated store front, in which the store has items for sale at a listed price.
Customers come in and spend their Eth (or your own token!) to purchase certain items, provided there is
enough of a supply of them. The store can automatically purchase more of an item that is in high demand,
so that it’s stock doesn’t run out. You could also give out special tokens to frequent customers, either as
reward points to spend later, or as a token to grant them special discounts on certain items. The framework
for this example would have the store being a contract, with each item being represented by a token (to
prevent double purchases), and the suppliers of the sold items being the creators of their own tokens, which
they then sell to you. This is analogous to supply chain applications of blockchain.

3.3 Paid Piazza

A paid piazza could potentially be a great resource to students and universities, in addition to professionals.
The main system would be questions are posted with a reward for answering them, and the reward is given
to the top answers after a certain period of time. Students would be able to release a question with a certain
reward, say $1 or $5. This service could compete with Chegg and other online tutorial or question answering
services (even Stack Overflow!). Certain people would have authorization to either mark answers as write
or wrong (or correct them), such as TA’s, professors, or industry professionals. If other students have the
same question, or want to see a question answered, can add to the reward of the question after answering it.
Providing good answers could increase your rating, while providing bad answers would decrease your rating,
in a sort of karma system. An initial supply of tokens could be released to users, with more tokens being
obtained through answering questions, loaning processing power to complex systems (mining), or directly
purchasing and selling them (either with a central bank or other users).
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3.4 Game with Trading

Games with trading features have a very large online presence, with in game items being worth insane
amounts of money (see TF2, CS:GO, EVE, etc). These games can be modeled as the mining (doing some
sort of work) of specialized tokens that can then be used by the player, or traded to other users in exchange
for other items or in game currency (or real world currency). An idea for a game could have a Minecraft like
system, in which a player must explore caverns in a hunt to obtain rare materials. Materials can be combined
into useful tools (pickaxe) or more valuable resources. This could be modeled with a smart contract with
a ’mining’ or ’exploring’ method that takes time to execute, and has a chance of resulting in certain new
materials being obtained. As new materials are obtained, the user can upgrade their character to have better
chances at ’mining’ new resources, or gain access to new areas. Groups of players could distribute member
tokens, indicating that anyone with that token is a member of their group, and could use that group to
take over ’mines’ to prevent other players from getting them, and to increase their chances of getting good
rewards. This would obviously be a much larger project, so the goal of this example would be to write the
functional back end in a collection of Solidity contracts (the trading, mining, combining, group members,
etc), with a simple method of interacting with the contracts in your portal of choice (python script, java
program, simple Javascript webpage).

Figure 1: Unusual Hats in Team Fortress 2: There have been trades of over $10,000 for real money

Figure 2: Weapons in CS:GO: Certain knives and weapons have been sold for over $4500 USD
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